
QUALITY
AT ITS BEST

Doha College 
- Business Manager - Doha, Qatar.

            We struggled for years with the quality
of uniform with our old suppliers, Ascot Uniforms 
have been an absolute breath of fresh air. The 
uniform quality is second to none, and at the 
“ “

Acorn Academy
- Business Manager - West London, UK.

           Even in such a competitive market, Ascot 
Uniforms provide a service which is unparalleed, 

Their after sales service is also fantastic
“ “



Our professional team of both designers and devel-
-

quirements. Most schools are aware of the look they
want, but materials and colours sometimes need a 
little help. Our team is here to support you in these 
crucial decisions. 

Consultation with stakeholder

Conceptual ideas

Mood boards and visualisation

Sampling for approval

Flexible approach

Who we are
Originally part of one of the largest clothes manufacturers in 
London, Ascot Uniforms serves in excess of 100,000 children 
worldwide each year, bringing the shop to the parents. We 
love anything uniform!

CONSULTATION



With our  own  brand of uniform,  Ascot Uniforms  'touch and try' 
policy allows the customer the opportunity to understand what 
their product will look like prior to production. We understand 

designs ensure that younger children are provided uniform that is 

and tailor-made options for special sizes. 
We have something for everyone.  

Our Expertise

LETS TALK
UNIFORM

LETS TALK
UNIFORM



BLAZERS AND JACKETS
We provide a variety of jackets, ranging from the traditional 

to the UK. These jackets have been designed to keep out the 
cold from AC's and are versatile enough to just be used on a 
cold school morning. 

Fully machine washable fabrics

Practical and comfortable designs

WE HAVE A RANGE OF BOYS AND GIRLS STYLES, 



TIES & SCARVES
ASCOT UNIFORMS PARTNERED WITH A LEADING TIE

Standard ties in 39", 45" & 52" lengths

Clip on ties in 14", 16" and 19"

Velcro fastening bow ties

A high quality embroidery or printed logo can really
complete the look of your school uniform, hence the reason 
Ascot Uniforms uses Tajima embroidery machines with the 

that these machines produce are crisp, tight and articulate. 

will not move forward until you have approved the colour, 
shape, size and tone of every element of the embroidery. 

EMBROIDERY
THE FINISHING TOUCHES



High quality materials which don’t ware quickly

Fire retardant buttons and zips made by the leading international companies such as YKK

Contrast designs which incorporate logo colours

A variety of shapes and styles using pockets and garment shaping techniques

SHIRTS & BLOUSES IMPECCABLE DETAIL

TROUSERS AND SKIRTS
A robust and trialled collection of trousers using fabrics suited for the region, as well as 

as a whole range ofskirts, skorts, shorts and pinafores The styles we shortlist as part of
our service have been tried and tested with a wide range of children, and adjustments in 
the style have already been incorporated to ensure maximum comfort and fashion.  



An essential part of any school uniform - we manufacture our own cotton 

polo's and sweatshirts and� do�not �opt� for ready made garments. This ensures 

that the shirts are colourfast and vibrant. We have been using advanced 

colouring technology and pride ourselves on proving a consistently superior

shirt coupled with comfort and style.

POLO SHIRTS & SWEATSHIRTS
garments. ThisThis ensures 

using adadvanced 

stently superiosuperior



A full range of pinafores varying in length are available for you to 

appropriate materials will be suggested which suit your chosen 

look the best. A combination of your request and our expertise 

results in a perfect choice everytime.

PINAFORES AND DRESSES



SPORTSWEAR

capabilities. From a simple sports uniform incorporating a t-shirt, shorts and socks, to professional 

quality sublimated performance fabrics and tracksuits, we can cover it all. 



Inspired comfort.

LEAVERS & VARSITY JACKETS
In addition to providing the main uniform and PE options, Ascot Uniforms is 

people. Whether this is a leavers hoodie, or an events jacket, we manufacture 

them all and ensure we only use superior quality materials - after all, this is a 

life long precious gift that our children want to own.



ACCESSORIES
Ascot Uniforms uses the best branded accessories available in the UK. Our vast 

range of caps, bags and rucksacks are of top quality and come with 

embroidered or printed logos.



GRADUATION GOWNS

Ascot Uniforms gowns have a softness 

that makes them exceptionally comfortable 

to wear for prolonged periods, and are cut to 

ensure that the wearer looks their

impeccable best. Additionally, our gowns 

launder and store particularly well for either

occasional or frequent use. All of our gowns 

come with mortarboards and we also 

customise stoles too. 

GRADU



Purchasing options 

1. 
system and have thrived on providing an at-home service that has up to today, not been surpassed by any competitors. Our
delivery guys are fully aware of their products and can guide you to make the right choices. 

2. 

3. Uniform sales can be tedious - we can take all the headache away from the school, 
by  manufacturing, selling and restocking the uniform at our cost. This would mean 
an on-site shop or a retail unit that parents would come to.  

4. Finally, another option can be for us to sell the uniform from a 
commercial shop and every aspect of uniform is managed by us.

WE OFFER OUR CONTRACTED SCHOOLS WITH VARIOUS OPTIONS 

THINK UNIFORMS - THINK ASCOT



 SOME OF OUR CUSTOMERS



CONTACT US:

+974 5583 6548 | +974 5047 1610

+974 5583 6548

www.ascot-uniforms.com

info@ascot-uniforms.com

ascotuniforms


